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a b s t r a c t
Gene microarray analyses represent potentially effective means for high-throughput gene expression
proﬁling in non-human primates. In the companion article, we emphasize effective experimental design
based on the in vivo physiology of the rhesus macaque, whereas this article emphasizes considerations for
gene annotation and data interpretation using gene microarray platforms from AffymetrixÒ. Initial annotation of the rhesus genome array was based on AffymetrixÒ human GeneChipsÒ. However, annotation
revisions improve the precision with which rhesus transcripts are identiﬁed. Annotation of the rhesus
GeneChipÒ is under continuous revision with large percentages of probesets under multiple annotation
systems having undergone multiple reassignments between March 2007 and November 2008. It is also
important to consider that quantitation and comparison of gene expression levels across multiple chips
requires appropriate normalization. External corroboration of microarray results using PCR-based methodology also requires validation of appropriate internal reference genes for normalization of expression
values. Many tools are now freely available to aid investigators with microarray normalization and selection of internal reference genes to be used for independent corroboration of microarray results.
Ó 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Gene microarrays are comprised of single strands of complementary DNA (cDNA) or oligomers for genes of interest immobilized in locations called features [1,2] bonded to a solid substrate
in a systematic arrangement (array) [3,4]. An individual microarray
construction is commonly referred to as a ‘‘chip” (e.g., microarray
chip, array chip, gene chip etc.). Microarray technology is based
on the principle that in a mixture of thousands of nucleic acid species, labeled species (targets) applied in solution preferentially
hybridize with immobilized complementary sequences (probes)
identiﬁed by a speciﬁc feature [5]. For review, see [6].
AffymetrixÒ GeneChipsÒ (Affymetrix, Inc., Santa Clara, CA) have
been the most prominent commercially available microarrays
[7,8]. The AffymetrixÒ GeneChipÒ Rhesus Macaque Genome Array
is a single-labeled high-density oligonucleotide array [9] where
the entire monkey genome is represented (52,024 rhesus probesets, representing >20,000 genes) [10,11]. This means that
researchers interrogate expression of all mRNA transcripts from a
given sample (thousands of genes) simultaneously. In general,
RNA from the sample of interest is extracted, synthesized into a
cDNA template, from which labeled cRNA is produced and then
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hybridized to the microarray. By measuring the quantity of hybridization on each feature the abundance of the corresponding RNA
transcript in the sample can be determined from the signal intensity of the labeled target. This signal intensity correlates directly to
the degree of hybridization occurring at a feature (typically representing a gene) of choice. As simple as this may sound, there are
several potential pitfalls associated with this relatively new methodology, especially when proﬁling gene expression in rhesus macaques. The submitted companion article [12] focuses on
experimental design considerations, when planning to perform
gene proﬁling in the rhesus macaque (Macaca mulatta). In the present article, we focus two other important considerations when performing gene microarray studies: normalization of signal
intensities and annotation of nucleotide sequences used on the
microarray. By carefully addressing each of these issues one can
optimize the physiological relevance of the differential gene
expression results, and gain more meaningful insights into the
mechanism that underlie normal and pathological human
physiology.
2. Overall microarray considerations
Among the multiple microarray designs, dual-labeled and singlelabeled microarrays are currently widely available. In the present
article, we focus on use of AffymetrixÒ GeneChipÒ single-labeled
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high-density oligonucleotide microarrays. The sequence of steps
for conducting microarray experiments may be described as follows: (1) Data acquisition. i.e., array hybridization and image analysis. (2) Image analysis, sometimes referred to as preprocessing,
and mainly addresses background correction for each array. (3)
Normalization, sometimes called preprocessing, typically algorithm-based comparative methods aimed background correction
and removal of non-experimental variation within and between
microarrays. (4) Quantiﬁcation of differential gene expression,
which is typically the statistical testing for differences in normalized signal intensities for speciﬁed genes [7,8,13]. The literature
discussing each of these steps is vast. However, in the current article we restrict discussion to methodologies for normalizing expression signals across microarrays within an experiment and methods
for detecting differential gene expression under multiple experimental conditions.
AffymetrixÒ GeneChipÒ microarrays interrogate genes with the
use of several probe pairs, oligomers that are representative of sequences spread throughout the gene. In order to distinguish nonspeciﬁc hybridization from probe binding, each probe pair consists
of a perfect match (PM) sequence, and a mismatch (MM), which
possesses one mismatched base pair located at the center of the sequence (http://www.affymetrix.com/). Hybridization signal intensity data is subject to multiple sources of variation ranging from
the microarray manufacturing process to preparation of the biological sample, and can stem from factors such as differences in RNA
quality or quantity, hybridization conditions, scanning efﬁciency
and so on [14]. Normalization procedures are designed to account
for these technical variations in hybridization results by balancing
signal intensities across experimental factors while maintaining
signal intensity differences due to the conditions under investigation [15].
The AffymetrixÒ Microarray Suite 5.0 software (MAS 5.0; [16])
provides one of the simplest approaches to normalization [17]
using trimmed means to scale each microarray to a reference array
so that all microarrays have the same mean intensity [18]. However, MAS 5.0 is sub-optimal where there are large chip-to-chip
differences in probe level intensity within the data set [19]. The
DNA-Chip (dChipÒ) algorithm [20] (http://biosun1.harvard.edu/
complab/dchip/) was developed from the premise that ‘‘rank
invariant set” approaches [21,22] using non-linear smooth curves
could be used to normalize the summarized gene-level intensity
data. The dChipÒ algorithms normalize each array with reference
to a baseline array which has the nearest global intensity to the
average of the group.
An additional normalization method, Robust multi-array analysis (RMA) [23,24], uses probe-level quantile normalization [25] in
multiple arrays. A comparison of four differentially distributed
raw GeneChipÒ data sets using MAS 5.0, dChipÒ and RMA for each
indicated that RMA showed more symmetrical density distribution
compared to those shown by MAS 5.0 and dChipÒ [15].
Whereas RMA combines background adjustments and normalization using PM values only, Gene Chip RMA (GCRMA) [26] can use
PM intensities only or combinations of PM–MM intensities [27],
and may compensate for lost accuracy using MM-based non-speciﬁc hybridization adjustments lost to RMA. A comparative performance analysis of ﬁve different normalizing algorithms, MAS 5.0,
dChipÒ, PerfectMatch [28], RMA and GCRMA, to test the capacity
of each algorithm to accurately model differential expression between two arrays, stated in conclusion that RMA and GCRMA most
precisely modeled expression changes on the AffymetrixÒ GeneChipÒ, with the GCRMA performing better for weakly-expressed
genes and RMA for strongly-expressed ones [29,30].
AffymetrixÒ recommends use of the Probe Logarithmic Intensity Error (PLIER) algorithm; this is a model-based signal estimator
which builds upon RMA and MAS 5.0 signal detection analysis by
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also including parameters that account for systematic differences
in intensity between features [31,32]. PLIER can use MM probes,
but without MM data, it behaves similarly to RMA [33]. In a comparison with dChipÒ, MAS 5.0, Probe Proﬁler PCA (http://
www.corimbia.com/Pages/ProbeProﬁler.htm) and RMA, PLIER appeared superior to the other algorithms in avoiding false positives
with poorly performing probesets [34].
Even more recently, a global rank-invariant set normalization
(GRSN) post-processing tool has been proposed [35] based on the
general idea of rank-invariant genes presented by Li and Wong
[20] to reduce systematic distortions in microarray data produced
by MAS 5.0, RMA or dChipÒ preprocessing.
Investigators using microarray experiments for primate studies
are routinely presented with issues of sample size limitation. The literature concerning proposed methods for sample size and power
analysis calculations [36] is extensive [37–41]. In terms of experimental design, if the aim of the study is to identify more than twofold
differences in expression between conditions, then experiments
with three samples per condition have been considered adequate,
with six samples per condition allowing for meaningful permutation
tests and less conservative multiple-comparison corrections to pvalues and false discovery rates. The suggested minimum for meaningful clustering is 20 samples with at least ﬁve groups [42]. A small
fraction of the thousands of genes in a microarray experiment are
typically differentially expressed and measured intensities among
many different genes may be correlated. Thus use of nominal significance levels without multiplicity adjustments could lead to high
incidences of false positive ﬁndings [43]. These types of errors are
addressed using statistical approaches in which signiﬁcance levels
are determined based on family-wise error rate (FWER) [44] and
the false discovery rate (FDR) [45].
More than 50 methodological proposals for processing AffymetrixÒ GeneChipÒ data have been published and there is debate
regarding the best methods of integrating PM and MM hybridization intensities into an assembled signal for each gene [24]. BioConductor [46,47] is a collection of open source software
packages using the programming language R (http://www.r-project.org/) designed to support the analysis of biological data. BioConductor has more than 200 packages representing analytical
and annotation tools for normalization and expression summary
[33]. An ‘‘affycomp” package, is available as part of the BioConductor project (http://www.bioconductor.org). This web tool (http://
affycomp.biostat.jhsph.edu) was made available for developers to
benchmark their microarray preprocessing procedures [24]. Additional computational tools for microarray preprocessing, normalization and quantiﬁcation of differential gene expression [13] are
freely available and widespread. More recent studies evaluating
performance of multiple combinations of preprocessing and gene
ranking algorithms using AffymetrixÒ GeneChipÒ recommend
additional combinations of analytical methods for enhancing
detection speciﬁcity and sensitivity [48].

3. Methodology
3.1. Tissue collection (brain)
All of the animal-based studies described here were approved
by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the Oregon
National Primate Research Center (ONPRC). To reduce any potential effect of circadian rhythms on patterns of gene expression, tissue samples were collected during a short time-frame, during the
late morning to early afternoon. The main body of the hippocampus (HPC) and amygdala (AMD) were collected by dissection and
then frozen in liquid nitrogen, followed by storage at 80 °C. The
medial basal hypothalamus, comprising the arcuate nucleus
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(MBH), was removed and immersed in RNAlater (http://
www.ambion.com) and stored at 4 °C. The use of this RNA stabilization agent allowed additional time for further micro-dissection
of the arcuate nucleus from the surrounding hypothalamic tissue.
We note that RNAlater will result in tissue hardening, which can
be advantageous for more precise dissection. However, hardening
is also accompanied by tissue shrinkage, so optimization of the
time of storage should be observed. In addition, it is important to
note the maximum recommended storage times at various temperatures are also provided in the product literature. Once the entire bilateral extent of the MBH was dissected it was also stored at
80 °C. The other brain regions were not subdivided into smaller
nuclei for this initial effort, although it is recognized that enrichment by excision of homogenous areas has its advantages.
3.2. RNA extraction and characterization
Dissected brain regions were homogenized using a PowerGen
rotor–stator homogenizer (Fisher Scientiﬁc, Pittsburgh, PA). Total
RNA was isolated from the homogenates using RNeasy Mini kits
(http://www.qiagen.com) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Samples were lysed and homogenized in a denaturing buffer
containing 1% b-mercaptoethanol and guanidine isothiocyanate to
ensure inactivation of RNAses. The RNA was then stabilized with
ethanol and bound to a silica matrix. Washes were accomplished
by microcentrifugation and the puriﬁed RNA was eventually eluted
with water. The concentration of RNA was measured by spectroscopy, with an expected A260/A280 ratio close to 2, denoting an
acceptably pure nucleic acid sample. Qualitative assessment of
the RNA was also performed using the Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent
Technologies, http://www.agilent.com), which utilizes microﬂuidic
technology, and so requires sparingly small sample mass. The output allows visualization of the major 18S and 28S RNA peaks,
thereby providing additional information on molecular weight
and critically, the degree of RNA degradation. The optimal use of
microarray analysis is predicated on the use of high quality RNA.

Table 1
Quantity distribution and design descriptions of probe sets used to construct the
GeneChipÒ Rhesus Macaque Genome Array.
Total #

Design description

2060
43942
989
4943
80
6
4
59
683
13
24

Mmu.xxxx (EST/mRNA PSRs derived from genome-anchored clusters)
MmugDNA.xxxx (U133-based orthologous gDNA PSRs)
MmunewRS.xxxx (new human RefSeq-based orthologous gDNA PSRs)
MmuSTS.xxxx (rhesus last exon STS-based PSRs)
MmuAffx.xxxx (EST/mRNA PSRs derived from D2 clusters)
MmuMitochon.xxxx (rhesus mitochondrial-based PSRs)
MmurRNA.xxxx (rhesus ribosomal RNA PSRs)
RPTR-Mmu-xxxx (Affymetrix reporter genes)
NC-00xxxx and AY588945 (viral pathogens)
AFFX-Mmu-actin or gapdh or ef1a (rhesus, 50 M and 30 controls)
AFFX-Mmu-xxxx (Affymetrix other controls)

Information obtained from AffymetrixÒ NetAffxTM technical support in November
and December 2008.

Because of our increased use of the AffymetrixÒ GeneChipÒ Rhesus Macaque Genome Array (rhesus GeneChipÒ), a more in-depth
description of its design and continuing evolution follows. The rhesus GeneChipÒ was designed in close collaboration with Dr. Robert
Norgren of the University Nebraska Medical Center, to increase
speciﬁcity of macaque genome interrogation above levels possible
using human-speciﬁc chips. The rhesus GeneChipÒ design [10]
leverages the homology of expressed sequences represented on
the GeneChipÒ Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 array to annotate
the Baylor School of Medicine’s rhesus macaque whole-genome
shotgun-assembly of the U133 GeneChipÒ [54], using updated
probesets to assess expression of speciﬁed genes.
A layout of general probeset design assignments for the rhesus
GeneChipÒ are categorized in Table 1. As with the design of prior
GeneChipsÒ, preﬁxes, sufﬁxes and codes assigned to probesets by
AffymetrixÒ are combined to create descriptors, which categorize
probesets according to their design and according to gene clusters
used to interpret prospective sequence function [55].

3.3. AffymetrixÒ GeneChipÒ microarrays
Reﬂecting the time line in development of AffymetrixÒ GeneChipÒ microarrays, our earlier studies of circadian and seasonal
gene expression in the adrenal gland (see accompanying article
[12]) utilized the human HG_U133A microarray platform. In the
subsequent study examining the effect of the phase of the menstrual cycle on gene expression in sub-regions of the primate brain,
we utilized the AffymetrixÒ HG_U133 Plus 2.0 microarray platform. Wang et al. [49] evaluated the utility of human GeneChipsÒ
[50,51] for assessing gene expression patterns in non-human primates (NHP). They aligned expressed sequence tags (EST) [52,53]
for NHP probe sequences to identify inter-species conserved (ISC)
probesets, and found that ISC probesets expressed higher interspecies reproducibility than overall expressed probesets. Appropriate
normalization methods could be leveraged to improve interspecies
correlation, and RMA normalization was recommended over
dChipÒ and MAS 5.0 for improving interspecies reproducibility
for both expressed and ISC probesets [49].
More recently, in our hormone replacement study we [12] took
advantage of the commercial release of the AffymetrixÒ Rhesus Macaque Genome Array. Following washes, the microarrays were assessed for gross systematic problems and the data were given a
ﬁrst pass assessment utilizing spike-in exogenous controls (Bacillus
subtilis, non-eukaryotic RNA) built into the microarray. By utilizing
the 30 /50 ratios for the control genes ACTB and GAPDH, the relative
quality (intactness) of the RNA can be assessed. Digitized images
from microarray scans are used for the initial creation of the data
set, which is subject to normalization and analysis (see below).

Fig. 1. Alignment of probesets currently featured under NetAffxTM query ‘‘GABRB3”.
Probesets are ordered from 50 to 30 with respect to the M. mulatta GABRB3 mRNA
sequence listed under NCBI Accession No. XM_00109005 with reference annotation
for the protein coding sequence (CDS) and STS sites for the GABRB3 gene.
Alignments were made using Geneious software (Biomatters, Ltd.) version 4.5.4
for windows. For items (A–G), thick horizontal bar length is proportional to
sequence length (base pairs) shown in parentheses below. Spaces connected by thin
lines represent nucleotide sequence gaps. Bars for items (H–M) are shown relative
to endpoints on the XM_001109005 sequence (G). (A) MmugDNA.33250.1.S1_at
(521 bp); (B) MmugDNA.24108.1.S1_at (360 bp); (C) MmuSTS.4813.1.S1_at
(567 bp); (D) MmugDNA.23997.1.S1_at (549 bp); (E) MmugDNA.2520.1.S1_at
(470 bp); (F) MmugDNA.2522.1.S1_at (478 bp); (G) XM_001109005 (5838 bp);
(H) GABRB3 CDS: Protein ID = ‘‘XP_001109005.1. db_xref = GI:109080423 & GeneID:711754; (I) GABRB3 gene: db_xref = GeneID:711754; (J) GABRB3 STS: db_xref = UniSTS:484873; (K) GABRB3 STS: db_xref = UniSTS:277264; (L) GABRB3 STS:
db_xref = UniSTS:90465; (M) GABRB3 STS: db_xref = UniSTS:49473. Note that the
gap induced by MmugDNA.23997.1.S1_at (D) indicates non-alignment with the
reference sequence and may explain the low expression values observed for this
probeset (Table 3).
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Examples of speciﬁc probeset IDs are listed in the legends of
Figs. 1–3. In these IDs, the descriptor construction can be explained
as follows: the ‘‘Mmu” preﬁx refers to ‘‘Macaca mulatta”, ‘‘gDNA” to
‘‘genomic DNA” and ‘‘AFFX” typically to AffymetrixÒ controls.
However, AFFX in the middle of the probeset ID indicates a de novo
cluster. Identical numbers differing only in digits after the decimal
point (e.g., 2662.1 and 2662.2) represent two sub clusters. Codes
used to further reﬁne the descriptors include sequence tagged sites
(STS), short sequences traditionally detected using two PCR primers [56], and expressed sequence tags (EST) [52,53], small segments of DNA generated by sequencing either one or both ends
of an expressed gene. A ‘‘newRS” is an updated sequence used to
replace an old MmugDNA based on a human U133 sequence.
Sufﬁxes such as ‘‘A” and ‘‘S” represent the strandedness of the
sequence derived from the cluster that is represented, ‘‘A” refers
to antisense strands and ‘‘S” to sense strands relative to the orientation of the cluster. Both strands are represented in unique cases
where the true orientation of the EST (gene) cannot be determined.
Regarding ‘‘a”, ‘‘s” and ‘‘x” sufﬁxes: about 10–20% of the probesets
represent multiple sequences; ‘‘a” indicates that the sequence may
be shared by members of the same gene family. In ‘‘a” cases, all 11
PM probes exactly match all the gene family member-sequences.
‘‘s” means there is uncertainty regarding whether sequence is in
the same gene family, but the regions interrogated by the probes are identical to all other sequences. Lastly, ‘‘x” is a default used
where there are multiple similar sequences, but probes that match
all of them cannot be found. In these cases, probes can match any
or all of these similar sequences. Some probes are allowed to be
‘‘polymorphic” with (usually) single base substitutions. Any probeset without an ‘‘a”, ‘‘s” or ‘‘x” encoding is unique amongst the input
sequences according to the AffymetrixÒ cross-hybridization model.
As a tool for examining gene expression, the rhesus GeneChipÒ
represents a signiﬁcant improvement over the use of the human
GeneChipÒ for rhesus macaque gene expression studies [11]. Quality ratings, such as annotation grades for transcript assignments,
are provided by NetAffxTM based on the perceived reliability of
the source material and alignment speciﬁcity of individual probes
within the probeset. Rhesus GeneChipÒ annotation updates are
posted every four months, in July, November and March, and can
be accessed through the NetAffxTM analysis center website (http://
www.affymetrix.com/analysis/index.affx). However, some probeset identiﬁers are more actively updated than others. For example,
although overall percentages of probesets annotated with Entrez

Fig. 2. Alignment of probesets featured under NetAffxTM query ‘‘ACTB”. Probesets are
ordered from 50 to 30 with respect to the M. mulatta b-actin (ACTB) mRNA sequence
listed under RefSeq transcript ID NM_001033084 and the reference annotation for
the protein coding sequence (CDS) of the b-actin gene. Alignments were made using
Geneious software (Biomatters, Ltd.) version 4.5.4 for Windows. Thick horizontal
bar length is proportional to sequence length (base pairs) shown in parentheses
below. Spaces connected by thin lines represent nucleotide sequence gaps. (A)
MmunewRS.18.1.S1_at (246 bp); (B) AFFX-Mmu-actin-5_at (483 bp); (C) AFFXMmu-actin-M_at (100 bp); (D) AFFX-Mmu-actin-M_x_at (169 bp); (E) MmunewRS.624.1.S1_s_at (403 bp); (F) AFFX-Mmu-actin-3_s_at (247 bp); (G) MmugDNA.28776.1.S1_s_at (245 bp); (H) NM_001033084 (1584 bp); (I) ACTB CDS: Protein
ID = ‘‘NP_001028256.1”, db_xref = GI:74316002 & ‘‘GeneID:574285.

Fig. 3. Mean and SEM of antilogarithms to RMA-normalized rhesus macaque
GeneChipÒ data for probesets currently featured under NetAffxTM query ‘‘ACTB”. Data
are from ovariectomized females receiving hormone replacement. Probesets are
ordered from 50 to 30 with respect to alignment on the M. mulatta b-actin mRNA
sequence listed under RefSeq transcript ID NM_001033084 (see Fig. 2); (A)
MmunewRS.18.1.S1_at; (B) AFFX-Mmu-actin-5_at; (C) AFFX-Mmu-actin-M_at; (D)
AFFX-Mmu-actin-M_x_at; (E) MmunewRS.624.1.S1_s_at; (F) AFFX-Mmu-actin3_s_at; (G) MmugDNA.28776.1.S1_s_at; (H) MmurRNA.1.1.S1_at. MBH, arcuate
nucleus of the medial basal hypothalamus; HPC, hippocampus; OVX, ovariectomized controls; E, estrogen replacement; EP, estrogen + progesterone replacement.
Asterisks represent signiﬁcant differences in expression relative to the OVX group
and show results of Newman-Keuls post hoc test following one-way ANOVA
conducted on log2 transformed RMA-normalized values within each tissue.
*
p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

Gene, RefSeq transcript ID or Ensembl identiﬁers have remained
between 40% and 70% over the last 2 years, the percentage of UniGene ID assignments decreased from more than 70% in early 2007
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to less than 1% by November of the same year. Since then, the percentage of UniGene ID assignments to Rhesus GeneChipÒ probesets
has increased with every annotation update (Table 2). Comparatively, when the Human U133 array design was released, 36.2%
of the 44,199 probesets were EST-only probesets. Two years later,
only 20.7% remained unassigned to a speciﬁc mRNA. In the case of
mouse MOE430 array, 44.2% of EST-only probeset assignments remain unassigned in March 2003 versus only 17% unassigned in
2006. For the Rat 230 array, 81.5% of the probesets were EST-based
in March 2003 versus 51.1% at the end of 2004 [55].
Because transcript sequencing efforts are maturing rapidly,
annotation analysis is a major feature of current microarray analysis. The goal of updating annotations is to ensure that probesets are
associated with functional genes. The information integrated from
multiple sequence, protein and cluster databases used in the public
domain to associate a probeset with a given gene is provided
through NetAffxTM (http://www.affymetrix.com/analysis/index.affx). To select an appropriate probeset for expression analysis, it
is necessary to both validate the probeset-to-mRNA association
supplied through NetAffxTM, and the mRNA gene name association
provided by public domain databases, such as UniGene and Entrez
Gene [57]. Multiple probesets assigned to the same gene may detect cases of alternative splicing or use of alternative polyadenylation sites [58]. Although NetaffxTM annotation updates make use of
new information to correct incomplete or erroneous records, interpretation of transcripts measured by probesets can be confounded
by the constantly evolving mRNA sequence record in the public domain. As a result, current NetAffxTM annotations may differ signiﬁcantly from the annotations assigned when the array was
originally designed or from those assigned in prior annotation updates (Tables 2 and 3).
For example, we used AffymetrixÒ probeset ID numbers to
search the rhesus GeneChipÒ for oligonucleotide signal intensities
associated with genes for c-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptor
subunits. Probeset ID assignments were referenced and searched

using the AffymetrixÒ online NetaffxTM Analysis Center software
query function at http://www.affymetrix.com/analysis/netaffx/index.affx. Using data from the gene encoding the GABAA receptor
b3 subunit (GABRB3) as a descriptive example: multiple GABRB3annotated AffymetrixÒ probesets align with a well described NCBI
representative of the rhesus macaque GABRB3 mRNA sequence
(Fig. 1), but show dramatic differences in hybridization with macaque cDNA (Table 3). Such results may lead to disparate interpretations of gene expression levels; however, each of these probesets
has undergone annotation revisions which are not uniform across
all identiﬁers (Table 4). Thus without further corroboration, interpretation of the results will be dependent on annotations available
at the time of analysis.
Rather than using microarrays strictly for gene discovery, we
have been using gene-by-gene interrogation to screen for potential
genes to be used as normalizers in PCR applications. There is
mounting consensus that the expression of normalizers labeled
as ‘‘housekeeping” or ‘‘structural” genes vary across experimental
conditions, and that lack of regulation should be veriﬁed before
use [59]. Here we illustrate considerations for this selection process using well-annotated b-actin probesets from the rhesus
GeneChipÒ.
Each of our experimental replicates is represented by one
microarray. Using single or multiple microarrays, analysis using
AffymetrixÒ Microarray Analysis Suite (MAS 5.0) can be used to
determine background expression levels. We used MAS 5.0 globally scaled expression values to provide conservative means of
assessing whether a target sequence is expressed (above background) or not expressed (below background) [60], under the
experimental conditions represented by the hybridized material.
Once we determined that a target sequence is expressed (MAS
5.0 analysis), we used RMA normalization before looking for
expression differences according to experimental condition. In effect, we partitioned the strengths of the two algorithms, using
the PM–MM algorithms of MAS 5.0 to screen out genes likely to

Table 2
Summary of chronological NetAffxTM annotation updates to the GeneChipÒ Rhesus Macaque Genome Array.
NetAffx build #

Annotation date

UniGene ID*

SwissProt ID*

Entrez Gene ID

RefSeq transcript ID

Ensembl ID

22
23
24
25
26
27

March 2007
July 2007
November 2007
March 2008
July 2008
November 2008

71.9
2.2
0.6
2.1
37.4
37.4

52.0
18.4
12.5
19.9
13.4
20.6

66.6
56.6
54.9
54.7
54.6
52.2

65.7
54.4
54.9
54.6
54.5
52.2

42.8
39.8
40.5
40.3
58.6
40.6

Numbers listed under identiﬁer IDs show the percentage of total probe sets on the Rhesus Macaque Genome Array annotated using the respective identiﬁer. Data are listed
according to the annotation date of the NetAffxTM build #. The Unigene, SwissProt, Entrez Gene, RefSeq transcript and Ensembl IDs represent annotation systems with varying
degrees of redundancy.
*
Prospective non-redundant identiﬁers showing chronological changes in overall annotation assignment proﬁles (de-annotation and re-annotation) during a period of just
less than 2 years. Annotation builds were obtained from ‘‘Current NetAffx Annotation Files” and ‘‘Archived NetAffxTM Annotation Files” sections located at: http://
www.affymetrix.com/products_services/arrays/speciﬁc/rhesus_macaque.affx#1_4.

Table 3
Relative expression of probesets for GABA-A receptor subunit b3 (GABRB3).
ProbesetID

MmuSTS.4813.1.S1_at
MmugDNA.2520.1.S1_at
MmugDNA.2522.1.S1_at
MmugDNA.24108.1.S1_at
MmugDNA.33250.1.S1_at
MmugDNA.23997.1.S1_at

Annotation grade

Relative gene expression

Spring 2008

Spring 2009

MBH

HPC

AMD

A
A
A
A
B
A

A
A
A
B
B
A

2337
1052
958
218
60
16

3586
1293
1803
353
65
24

3416
1535
1896
366
79
27

Relative gene expression values from three different brain regions. Each value represents the mean from 12 microarrays, and was obtained from globally scaled (MAS 5.0)
analysis of probe sets on the GeneChipÒ Rhesus Macaque Genome Array, identiﬁed using NetAffxTM query ‘‘Gabrb3”. Changes in annotation grade reﬂect some changes in
NetAffxTM annotation. MBH, arcuate nucleus of the medial basal hypothalamus; HPC, hippocampus; AMD, amygdala.
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Table 4
Chronological annotation of two GABRB3 probe sets.
Probeset ID

NetAffx build #

Date

UniGene ID

Swissprot ID

Entrez Gene ID

RefSeq transcript ID

Ensembl ID

MmuSTS.4813.1.S1_at

22
23

3/07
7/07

–

Q3LUA0
Q3LUA0

–
711754

–
ENSMMUG00000004314

24

11/07

–

–

711754

25

3/08

–

Q3LUA0

711754

26

7/08

Mmu.16343

–

711754

27

11/08

–

–

–

–
XM_001108947
XM_001109005
XM_001109060
XM_001109118
XM_001108947
XM_001109005
XM_001109060
XM_001109118
XM_001108947
XM_001109005
XM_001109060
XM_001109118
XM_001108947
XM_001109005
XM_001109060
XM_001109118
–

22

3/07

Hs.302352

2562

711754

MmugDNA.24108.1.S1_at

23

7/07

–

P28472
Q3LUA0
Q68CS5
Q3LUA0

24

11/07

–

–

711754

25

3/08

–

Q3LUA0

711754

26

7/08

Mmu.16343

–

711754

27

11/08

Mmu.7293

–

707956

ENSMMUG000 00004314

ENSMMUG000 00004314

ENSMMUG000 00004314

ENSMMUG000 00004314
ENSG0000016 6206

NM_000814
NM_021912
XM_001108947
XM_001109005
XM_001109060
XM_001109118
XM_001108947
XM_001109005
XM_001109060
XM_001109118
XM_001108947
XM_001109005
XM_001109060
XM_001109118
XM_001108947
XM_001109005
XM_001109060
XM_001109118
XR_011809

ENSMMUG000 00004314

ENSMMUG000 00004314

ENSMMUG000 00004314

ENSMMUG000 00004314

ENSMMUG000 00004314

TM

The table shows annotation assignments according to identiﬁer. Data are arranged chronologically by NetAffx build #, and demonstrate differences in identiﬁer redundancy.
Probe sets were identiﬁed using NetAffxTM query ‘‘Gabrb3”. Data obtained from ‘‘Current NetAffx Annotation Files” and ‘‘Archived NetAffx Annotation Files” sections located
at: http://www.affymetrix.com/products_services/arrays/speciﬁc/rhesus_macaque.affx#1_4.

be non-expressing, and using RMA normalization to account for
differences in chip quality or measurement conditions.
To illustrate the process of screening through variations in
expression proﬁling results related to annotation technicalities,
we discuss data from our hormone replacement study using the
extremely well characterized b-actin (ACTB) gene which includes
AffymetrixÒ 50 and 30 control assignments [61]. Seven of the eight
probesets retrieved under a February 2009 NetAffxTM rhesus GeneChipÒ query for ACTB align with sequence data in the public domain such as the M. mulatta b-actin mRNA sequence listed under
RefSeq transcript ID NM_001033084 (Fig. 2). Despite this alignment, care must be taken regarding which probesets are included
in analysis. For example, using RMA analysis only, one may consider the probeset ‘‘MmunewRS.18.1.S1_at” (Fig. 3A) to show no
variation in expression according to tissue or treatment, thus indicating that b-actin may be a suitable gene for normalization during
the PCR corroboration process. Note however, that the relative
expression values for this probeset are low compared to expression
values of other probesets (Fig. 3B–H). In fact, MAS 5.0 analysis
(data not shown) indicates that the target sequence for this MmunewRS.18.1.S1_at is not expressed under any of the experimental
conditions used in the study (all samples ‘‘absent”). Therefore, sequences represented by this probeset would be unsuitable for use
in corroboration.
Potential differences in tissue expression, as well as treatmentrelated changes in b-actin expression may be discerned from the

remaining probesets. Differences in the HPC expression appear
more pronounced in the probesets interrogating 50 portions of
the ACTB reference sequence (Figs. 2 and 3). Although the
‘‘MmurRNA.1.1.S1_at” probeset in Fig. 3H is an A-grade annotation
[55], it appears to interrogate a portion of the rhesus genome outside the realm covered by the other seven probesets (Fig. 2). Here
we show an example of both tissue and treatment-related differential regulation of a gene commonly used for corroborative normalization, highlighting the importance of evaluating probesetspeciﬁc expression data regarding conditions of use.
4. Interpretation of data
4.1. Identiﬁcation of regulated genes
To identify regulated genes, we have used the GeneSifter Analysis package (http://www.genesifter.net/), a web-based service,
which allows RMA normalization and subsequent analysis for
treatment effects. Currently, the software package can perform
pairwise, multi-group analysis (1-way and 2-way ANOVA, balanced design only) and cluster analysis. We employed a balanced
design with the same number (four) of individual samples in each
of three treatments (three phases of menstrual cycle or hormone
replacement) and using three brain regions (MBH, HPC and
AMD). To analyze the effect of treatment by brain region, we opted
for a 2-way analysis of variance. We varied the fold-change thresh-
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old depending upon the number of genes of interest we sought to
explore, but usually set the signiﬁcance level at p < 0.05. Initial attempts with MAS 5.0 usually produced many more candidate
genes than RMA, as previously observed [62]. Moreover, we also
conﬁrm the observation that Bonferroni adjustments for false discovery rate, is very conservative and hence used the Benjamini–
Hochberg technique for false discovery correction [45,63] as incorporated in the GeneSifter software package. Similar to other analysis packages, the GeneSifter program also has additional tools for
the further organization of signiﬁcantly regulated genes. This includes organization by gene ontology, KEGG and principal components analyses.
4.2. Corroboration of gene expression using quantitative real-time RTPCR
Quantitative real-time RT-PCR (qPCR) [64,65] is a popular method for independently validating gene expression data for the most
important genes in a microarray study [66–68]. In cases where
microarray annotation is suspect, we perform reverse transcriptase
PCR on cDNA generated from rhesus macaque RNA and sequence
the resulting PCR products to obtain macaque-speciﬁc mRNA sequences. These sequences are then used to design primers and TaqManÒ probes for the real-time assay, using Primer ExpressÒ
software (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). Quantitation of
mRNA expression is then analyzed using a TaqManÒ PCR Core Reagent Kit reagents with the 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR thermal
cycler and Sequence Detection Systems software version 2.2.1 (Applied Biosystems) with thermal cycler conditions of 2 min at 50 °C,
10 min at 95 °C and 40 cycles of 15 s at 95 °C (DNA melting) and
1 min at 60 °C (primer annealing/extension).
Although qPCR is a commonly accepted method for quantifying
gene expression results, the gene expression data obtained need to
be normalized against a stably-expressed gene for accurate interpretation [69]. Many of the genes previously adopted as standards for
normalization of gene expression data, have recently been shown
to vary widely depending on experimental conditions [70,71].
Therefore, it is imperative that the stability of prospective reference
genes is veriﬁed under each of the speciﬁc experimental conditions
under study, and only the most appropriate ones selected for use as
normalizers [72–74]. Again we emphasize the importance of organismal biology considerations when evaluating use of internal reference genes for normalization. For example Lemos et al.
(supplemental table [75]) found the commonly used internal reference gene GAPDH to show rhythmic circadian expression variation
in rhesus macaques. The current trend is to select the most stably expressed reference gene from groups of candidate genes [76,77].
However, we have found simultaneous use of multiple internal reference genes to be effective when comparing brain regions differentially affected by multiple hormone treatments (Noriega et al. [78])
and we anticipate that normalization using multiple reference genes
may become more common in the near future.
Three approaches for assessing gene expression stability using
qPCR data are currently widely used and are available in separate
software algorithm bundles named geNorm, NormFinder and BestKeeper. ‘‘geNorm” [79] calculates gene stability values using average pairwise variation between all genes under consideration. The
least stable gene is then removed, new pairwise variation comparisons are made and the next least stable gene is removed. This
sequential elimination process is re-iterated until the most stable
gene or combination of genes is identiﬁed [80]. ‘‘NormFinder”
[81] was developed using a model-based estimation approach for
expression variation proposed to allow more robust and precise
measures of gene expression stability than the pairwise comparison approach [82]. We have found this useful in that it allows
the user to account for experimental groupings, as well as facilitat-

ing evaluations of intra- and inter-group expression variation for
each gene. The BestKeeper [83] algorithm generates descriptive
statistics of candidate normalizers based on their threshold crossing point [84] values obtained from qPCR analysis. BestKeeper
computes descriptive statistics allowing the user to rank expression stability according to standard deviation or coefﬁcient of variation based on crossing point [85].
Once appropriate internal reference genes are identiﬁed, their
expression data can be used to normalize overall expression data
in the experiment. Additional software for qPCR normalization,
such as ‘‘qpcrNorm” (http://cgi.uc.edu/cgi-bin/kzhang/QpcrNorm.cgi/), is also integrated in packages available from the BioConductor project (http://www.bioconductor.org/).
4.3. Corroboration of gene expression using semi-quantitative RT-PCR
Although use is declining and it is not as quantitative as qPCR,
traditional semi-quantitative RT-PCR using digital image analysis
of agarose gels [86] can often be used as an inexpensive and practical method of corroborating gene array ﬁndings. The advantage of
this procedure is that it does not require specialized equipment,
other than that found in a typical molecular biology laboratory,
and does not depend on costly supplies (e.g., labeled real-time
probes). However, the RT-PCR requires use of electrophoresis gels,
and construction of dilution curves to ensure that the sample image intensity falls within the linear limits of the gel image intensity
proﬁles.
Whenever possible we design primers against targeted sequences common to the rhesus macaque and human transcripts.
The macaque sequences can be obtained from the Human Genome
Sequencing Center at Baylor College of Medicine (http://
www.hgsc.bcm.tmc.edu/projects/rmacaque/). Resulting PCR products are then resolved by electrophoresis on 2% agarose gels with
ethidium bromide and photographed under ultraviolet light. Gel
bands are analyzed using NIH Image-J software 1.37v (Bethesda,
MD, http://rsb.info.nih.gov/nih-image).
4.4. Translation corroboration techniques
Protein measures can be used to assess whether a change in
gene expression truly translates to regulation of downstream protein levels. In the past, our laboratory has relied upon in situ
hybridization histochemistry (ISH) and immunocytochemistry
(ICC) to explore relationships between mRNA expression and protein expression, respectively, in the primate brain [87–89]. These
techniques offer the additional advantage of addressing correlations between gene and protein expression changes in speciﬁc anatomically intact areas [90]. Western blotting for the measure of
speciﬁc proteins levels may be used with samples from non-human primates [91].
5. Closing remarks
Gene proﬁling in the rhesus macaque represent a powerful new
approach in our quests for gaining insights into the genetic causes
of normal and abnormal human physiology and behavior. However, there are potential pitfalls with this new technology, which
can affect validity of the results. These can be largely overcome
by careful consideration of appropriate experimental design [12],
together with appropriate data analysis.
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